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STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME (SRS) FAQ’S
1.

Do I have to purchase resources using the Student Resource Scheme (SRS)?

No, you do not have to purchase the resources from the SRS. You can source your own resources as per each Year
Level’s Resource list.
2. Can I purchase Mathletics, Reading Eggs or Sunshine Online separately?
Yes, you can purchase these applications separately. You will be invoiced for the subscriptions (Reading Eggs,
Mathletics and Sunshine Online (Prep‐2)) earlier in 2022. The cost will be equivalent to what is being asked of
parents in the Student Resource Scheme. One invoice will be sent to families who are opting into the SRS for the
full SRS amount. A separate invoice will be sent to families who are NOT participating in the SRS for the
subscriptions only.
3. Why is there an Administration Fee cost being added?
As the SRS is a service for parents outside the general administration of the school, the school may factor the cost
of administering the SRS (i.e. staff time to purchase, distribute and maintain resources).
The cost of administering a SRS at a school can also be recovered through SRS fees. SRS administration fees must
be modest, defensible and proportionate to the time required for staff to administer the SRS (as per the Department
of Education Student Resource Scheme Policy page 5)

4.

If we are purchasing our own resources will our resources be shared in the classroom?

No, your resources will not be given to other students the class. They will be for your child only.
5.

If I opt into the SRS do I have to cover the books and will they be shared with everyone in the class?

If you opt in you DO NOT have to cover any of the resources and the resources will only be provided to students
who have opted into the SRS.
6. If we purchase the SRS will the resources belong to my child?
As per the information sent to all parents, resources will belong to your child and used within the school year.

